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I

think we can safely say that there has never been a summer like the summer of 2020! Our 125th year was nothing if not
unique! We can’t thank our Boyd’s family enough for all the support and patience as we adjusted our operations and
implemented procedures to keep everyone as safe as possible during the COVID crisis.

As was true with much of our Boyd’s family around the country, we watched the COVID pandemic begin to unfold this past
March. We monitored the situation as best we could from our little corner of the woods and constantly discussed options for the
season as new information came out. By the end of April, we still weren’t sure if we were going to have a season. Nevertheless, we
hoped to eventually be able to open the resort while being ethical and responsible to our guests, staﬀ,
and surrounding community. With that in mind, we began discussing what a season would look like.
As weeks passed we put together a plan to completely restructure how we would run the resort, while
still giving guests the relaxation and family time that is the heart of every Boyd’s vacation.
Anna and Chris had the tremendous task of redesigning the
resort dining experience, a core part of Boyd’s. Anna
designed a meal delivery plan that coordinated drivers and
delivery routes with the way our chef and baker received and
dished up orders. This ensured that the great Boyd’s meals
we are all accustomed to enjoying made it to each cabin still
hot (or cold if necessary).
Our cabin staﬀ was divided into three teams, each with a diﬀerent assigned vehicle and set
of tasks within the department. The goal was to keep staﬀ members as socially distanced
as possible and to prevent any possible cross-contamination of clean cabins or linens. Not
only did we change the way the cabin staﬀ operated, we also redesigned how the space in
our laundry house was used, restricted which staﬀ could go where and touch what, and
erected a giant canopy to give us more space to accommodate drying sensitive linens. We
did our best to think of everything we could from sanitizing to cleaning to picking up
dirty linens to dropping oﬀ clean supplies to laundering everything for the next week.
In the oﬃce, our staﬀ put up plexiglass dividers that kept everyone safe and allowed us to still
be there for you with our hand written bills, awesome Boyd’s apparel, and tasty treats. We
appreciate everyone’s patience as we adjusted to our new check-in system, handed out menus
and welcome information, and even worked out our social distance bait delivery method.
All in all, it deﬁnitely wasn’t business as usual, but we were able to make sure the true Boyd’s
still shown through. With everyone’s support, on June 20th we were able to open for what
turned out to be a wonderful and fun-ﬁlled season!
Once we opened, we were faced with the challenge of putting all of our carefully laid plans into action. After guests checked in,
Anna received the ﬁrst round of menus. Each menu was translated by Anna or Chris into orders for our cooking and kitchen staﬀ.
Our head chef, Jeﬀ, did an incredible job anticipating how meals would travel and adjusting our menu for gluten-free and vegan
options. Our swing chef, Hugh worked diligently to make our Italian Night a success, and their assistant Damon pulled oﬀ some
pretty incredible feats to make sure everything left the kitchen in perfect order.

Our wait staﬀ this year weren’t traditional servers, but we heard lots of fun stories on ways
delivery drivers were still able to connect with guests during meal drop-oﬀs and tote pick-ups.
We worked very hard to make sure all meals were delivered quickly and that everyone had
everything they would need to enjoy a delicious Boyd’s meal. We appreciate everyone’s patience
whenever there was a hiccup or a glitch that needed to be addressed.
Similarly, we can’t thank everyone enough for their
understanding regarding the need for an extra day to clean and
sanitize our cabins between visitors. We know that no one
wants to give up any time at Boyd’s, but even with our largest cabin crew in memorable history, it
still took 16 people 16 hours to sanitize, clean, and otherwise turn the resort upside down and
inside out each weekend of the summer portion of our season. Knowing our cabins were
appropriately sanitized, cleaned, and safe for all of our guests was an incredible feeling and we
thank all of you for giving us the time we needed to make that happen.
We also need to take a moment to thank all of our amazing staﬀ for putting in extra hours under
unprecedented circumstances… and doing it all with a smile and a great sense of humor. Every
single department worked together to help each other out as a team. As the season wore on and staﬀ began to return to school, the
cabin staﬀ learned how to help the kitchen staﬀ and took on some meal delivery routes. In between meals, the kitchen staﬀ
answered phones to help out the oﬃce staﬀ. The oﬃce staﬀ used their extra time to help out in the boat house, and our boat house
staﬀ joined the cabin staﬀ when things slowed down by the water. Not only did they willingly take on extra work, but every team
member did this while keeping health and safety foremost in their minds. It was an amazing thing to be a part of, and we are so
grateful for everyone that worked so hard to make this season as special as it was.
With things constantly changing, the oﬃce staﬀ had the unenviable job of keeping up
with reservations, cancellations, and schedule changes for both the 2020 and 2021
season. Mary, Tyler, Lita, and Dick worked hard to make sure that all reservation
changes were recorded appropriately. Please double check your 2021 reservation
conﬁrmation carefully and be sure to call the oﬃce if you have any questions!
We know that COVID made this season diﬀerent, and everyone was more spread out
around the resort this year, but between disc golf, hiking, boating, ﬁshing, and
wildlife, we hope everyone found new ways to enjoy their Northwoods vacation! For
our water lovers, the weather this season seemed to be custom made for you.
Swimming may have taken place oﬀ of cabin docks rather than at the beach, and
instead of sharing a boat, friends may have decided to ﬁsh in two boats side by side,
but all the lakes were still very active places. We loved hearing about the successes
and near misses of many anglers, and a special congratulations goes to Henry Jaskie
on his gorgeous 42" musky caught on Long Lake!

42” Musky on Long Lake Caught by Henry Jaskie

The resort wildlife also took advantage of the beautiful swimming weather, as bear and
muskrats were often seen paddling across lakes or along the shoreline. One particular wild
Boyd’s resident made a fairly large impression late in the summer. The second half of our
season, a juvenile loon began interacting with boaters on Long Lake. While at ﬁrst the
behavior seemed like a great photo-op or something that would make for a great story to
share, as the young loon got more comfortable, he began chasing ﬁshermen across the lake.
Unfortunately, this resulted in the loon ending up with line wrapped around his beak at one
point, and a hook in his leg at another. We worked with a loon rescue to do the best we
could to help the little guy, but eventually he had to be captured and taken to a rehab center
due to his condition. Sadly, this type of behavior often is the result of wildlife being fed.
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We know the loons are amazing, and sometimes there are inquisitive baby raccoons, or other
exciting wildlife around the resort, but please remember not to feed these animals as they
develop life threatening habits as a result. The chipmunks, squirrels, and deer all love
peanuts and apples, but it helps keep them safe if those treats are left a distance from your
cabins rather than on porches or near entrances. The guests who come to stay after you may
not be delighted when a red squirrel chews through their screen and eats all their Doritos.

Every year, we do the best we can with our
wild neighbors. This year was a particularly
diﬃcult year for mice in cabins. We tried our
best to control problem mice by setting traps
whenever cabins were empty, but with our
cabin crew unable to get into the cabins daily,
the mice were deﬁnitely a challenge! We
diversiﬁed our ﬂeet of traps and added live
traps and electric traps to our traditional snap
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traps, and were able to provide guests with
whatever type of trap they preferred to help make their stay as comfortable as possible. Of
course, guests are welcome to bring their own traps, but we ask everyone not to bring any
poisons or sticky traps. Both of these items are very dangerous to pets and wildlife! We have
lots of dogs that sniﬀ around cabins, guests who travel with their cats, eagles that hang out
around docks, and baby foxes that hunt under porches. Eating a poisoned mouse could be
fatal for some of these creatures, and we want to keep Boyd’s a safe and special place for pets and wildlife alike!
Speaking of pets, our family, and by extension our resort family added a few furry and
nekkid four-legged family members. In December of 2019, Tyler and I were shocked by the
sudden and unexpected loss of BeeBee, Tyler’s constant companion and a resort dog who
was well known and loved by many. As winter turned into spring and spring turned into
summer, we began discussing the idea of adopting a new family member (Tyler needs
someone to keep an eye on him). We had also been discussing adopting another hairless
dog to keep Gert company. We never expected to hear that the adopter of Gertrude’s
mother and brother had decided she didn’t want them anymore and tried to have them
euthanized. Thankfully, the attending veterinary staﬀ knew the dogs had been adopted and
how adoption
BeeBee
contracts worked. So,
Nessie and Rocky were returned to their rescue and then
found their way into our home and hearts, and are now part
of our resort family!
You can often ﬁnd Nessie bossing around the oﬃce staﬀ and
showing Tyler the ﬁne art of how to sniﬀ around the entire
resort to capture the very best smells. Rocky has become an
oﬃcial member of the cabin crew, and Gert has explained the
breakfast schedule to him and has been a very gracious sister
when it comes to sharing staﬀ snuggles.
As if the addition of two new Chinese Cresteds to resort life
wasn’t enough, we welcomed a third horse to our pasture:
Meat. Yes, Meat. Please blame Tyler for the name. Even though he
was the last horse to arrive at the resort, he was the ﬁrst horse we
rescued. He was for sale through a kill pen and with less than 3 hours
left before his shipping deadline, Tyler told me I should do what I
thought was best (famous last words). Suddenly, we had our ﬁrst
horse, and once his pick-up from the yard and quarantine were
arranged, I began to panic. What if I did something wrong, what if I
made him sick, what if, what if, what if. Tyler simply said, “Well, he
was going to be turned into meat and now he’s not, so I’d say you’re
doing good so far.” From then on, Tyler referred to our new horse as
Meat in every conversation, and his farrier, his vet, and his
transporters all voted to keep the name. We had lots of complications
getting Meat to us, but our very boney senior thoroughbred ﬁnally
joined us on Sept 10th. Pancake and Princess Buttercup have taken
him under their wing and the whole herd is a heartwarming sight that
everyone should check out during their visit in 2021.

Nessie

Rocky

While, I’m pretty partial to talking about the canine and equine changes to the resort, I know most of you have been hanging in
there waiting to hear about the cabin updates from last year and for this upcoming year. Your patience and persistence has paid oﬀ!
Here we go:
Chip Heun spent all of last winter renovating Mohawk
and working diligently to preserve the history of the
cabin and the artwork from its walls, while
simultaneously giving it a much needed update. A ﬁre
place was put in to replace the small wood burning stove,
and in-ﬂoor heat replaced the old wall mounted furnace.
As we redesigned certain parts of the cabin, making the
most of the space was a top priority. Chip patiently
listened to all my requests for shelving and storage, and
came up with an excellent arrangement for the kitchen
and for closet space. He also managed to ﬁnd the space
for a full sized refrigerator and freezer!
As a former guest of Mohawk himself, Chip knew the
emotional magnitude of this particular renovation, and was meticulous in taking apart the trim, the doors, the ceiling, and the
walls. He preserved as much of the history as possible and incorporated it into the new cabin. Chip also made sure to varnish the
older artwork and signatures to preserve them for future generations to enjoy. We hope that everyone who stayed in Mohawk this
year loved the update as much as we did!
The Mohawk update was a huge project, and our goals
for the winter of 2020 and spring of 2021 aren’t quite as
exciting, but are still very important. We have some
slippery decks that we need to add texture to, furniture
to replace in some cabins, and are at work building a
much needed new storage shed for boats and
machinery. We have some much bigger projects on the
horizon, but at the moment we are focusing on some of
the ﬁner details that make Boyd’s everything it is!
Once again, thank you all for a wonderful season! If
you have a Boyd’s memory that you would like to share,
please email your photos and stories to us at
Boydsresort@gmail.com.

I hope this letter ﬁnds everyone safe, healthy, and happy!
We can’t wait until the weather warms, the days get
longer, and we can welcome everyone back to their
home away from home!
Until then, we wish you all the best!
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